Many people everyday are shocked at the increasing amount of lying, deception, contradicting information etc., manifesting in media and everywhere. This involves history and many other areas of human knowledge.

Now the above is getting more and more, with many people thinking we are doing really well. We are not, in fact. Information increases. But capacity to analyze it remains stagnant or lower. We believe Google tells us the "Truth".

The above is oftentimes deliberate, but many times unwilled and happens out of poor research for most human beings. The enemy does this deliberately. The more confused the people, the more freeway they have to act as they see fit.

If you look at Christianity and all this, it is built based on contradictory insanity and confusion. Claims of love on the outer shell, books filled with curses on the inner content. Fools saying it is not of jews, yet it worships merely a literal jew from Nazareth who says the point of the world is to redeem other jews from Israel...

Stupid people fall for the above. The enemy also publishes constant slander and disinformation about their enemies, but also about anything true in this world. For their own inner circle, they have little to no tolerance for any of this, but they do this to everyone else.

If anyone wants to reach a higher understanding, to do your own research is very important. Even more important, it is to have your 3rd eye functioning so you can better elaborate into what is closer to facts or based on falsehood.

That is one of the more rewards that have to do with being spiritual and being advanced, in contrast to living a lifetime of fear and ignorance. Of course, the above ability and position is gained through efforts to advance your soul.

From a cosmological perspective, what the enemy represents is exactly the continuation of lying, deception and confusion, a rapid movement in opposition against the Truth which is hidden behind Satan's Sanskrit Name and what this
means from a universal sound perspective. We strive to go the opposite direction TOWARDS and INTO it, in the best way that we can.

All the Joy of Satan teaches is how this opposition to Truth is wrong, and how we must turn away from these practices to grow ourselves and our soul. Our society too has fallen or some tragic mistakes where all of this is concerned, with the enemy guiding people into a giant trap for their own individualistic and selfish gains.

Confusion must be fought against and defeated. We must go in the opposite direction.
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